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Morocco 
NADA RIAN 

 

 

 
          Morocco is our beloved country. However, despite the abundance of natural resources and the 

beauty of this country, it is facing too many problems in various departments, which explains our late 

rank in the human development index, and our bad rank in the social progress statistics. That is why, I am 

writing this article today, to show some of my ideas that might be taken as solutions. But as we know we 

can't face problems without knowing them. 

 

        Let's start with the health area , tuberculosis , cancer , hepatitis A , hepatitis B , rabies ,yellow fever 

,HIV ,typhoid, leishmaniasis … all this diseases are the cause of death of too many people everywhere , 

the main reasons of this are : the lack of healthcare , doctors and the fact that medicines are too 

expensive . To solve this, our government should give more importance to health, by pushing people to 

attend medical schools, and making the medicines cheaper and most importantly by controlling every 

health building (the controllers have to be honest people of course). 

 

       Let's move now to the area of education. Today, Morocco is ranking below Tunisia, exactly; the 116 

to rank in education field, for sure these are the reasons behind this. If we take the illiteracy as an 

example we will find that 8.6 million people don't know how to write or to read! A big number right! So 

we can consider it like a principal cause, without forgetting the number of hours of studying at schools, 

the charged program that teachers and students have to deal with every day, and the quality of public 

school buildings and sometimes studies. So  , in order to clarify this , we need to take a country as an 

example to follow ( and definitely not France ) , and the perfect one is Finland, as they occupied the first 

rank in education statistics , this country study only for four hours at school per day , which means  four 

hours less than we do , it has equal system , science based teachers , training and high regard for 

teachers . Actually, Finland's high level doesn't have to impress us, it has to motivate us, especially our 

government should give higher priority to education and illiteracy in order to raise people's awareness 

and hopefully to make them more responsible and honest too. 
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        After talking about health and education, we must see now the economic department.  As we know, 

Morocco is a country that relies on other countries in most of its products especially China, so it is a 

country that exports usually and produces rarely and this point can stand against us in many fields. In 

addition to this, our homeland suffer from high unemployment, poverty, and has a very bad economic 

situation, that’s why we have to begin working, and to start providing our own products and be proud to 

call them purely Moroccan products, and we also have to create job opportunities and to build shelter to  

poor people and to ensure  coverage. I cannot forget to mention that we also need more transports!  

 

            The last departments I would like to talk about are social and environmental departments. Let’s 

begin with the social one. Did you know that Casablanca is classified in the first rank of the cities that 

live a daily stress? Did you know that we still have children under fifteen who are forced to work? Did 

you know that corruption is one of our principal problems? Did you know that human rights are still not 

having their values in some provincials? Did you know that women are still treated like trashes by some 

uneducated men? Did you know that aggressive panhandling, pick-pocketing, purse snatching, robberies 

and harassment of women is the most frequently reported issues in Morocco?  For  me , the concept of 

this questions left me shocked ; but these are not an undebattable issues since  they are solutions . The 

first one is that the parents have to do their best to bring up their children formally, then schools have to 

punish the uneducated students or to take everyone that seems abnormal (who can be a danger to the 

society when he grows up) to a recovery hospital, and the last thing that it is the mission of our 

government is to implement human rights and establish law and penalties. 

 

   Finally, let's take a look at the environmental branch. What makes  this branch so weak in our country , 

is the POLLUTION , which is due to factories that throw their chemical substances into rivers and oceans 

, and that causes the death of many species .Then we will find that people throw too many garbage on the 

floor after eating , drinking , or practicing any kind of activity , and this little act can cause a big problem 

in the environment , and the livestock over gracing and poor soil conservation practices , have led to soil 

erosion and desertification , and that are many other complications in this area… So, the key to save our 

nature, are that the government should launch strict and regular laws, and have to fight deforestation by 

planting more trees and creating more green areas, and it has also to help other countries stop global 

warming and be united, then it has to stop using pesticides and chemical products, to protect animals and 

endangered species and to respect the nature the cycle of nature and matter. All this help to have a 

beautiful green places and to live a better life in harmony with living beings. 

           

          To sum up, everyone should cooperate and do their best for a better Moroccan country in the future 

, a country that we saw in our dream once, a country which makes their inhabitants proud to belong to it, 
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a country for which we can sacrifice ourselves for it proudly, and we also should gather our efforts to 

accomplish our ambitions in order to make them true. 

 


